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WORKINGEXPERIENCES
FEB - MAR 2017

ROLE: CONTRACT iOS DEVELOPER

SILBO, INC

I was responsible for developing a prototype iOS mobile application for a startup seeking Venture Capital funding. Not only was I responsible for the
code base, but also the design. The work I performed for Silbo was under NDA. The app did not use Storyboards or NIB files and it was connected to
an AWS backend to receive JSON data for parsing and display in the application.

APR - JUNE 2016

ROLE: MOBILE ENGINEERING STUDENT

THE IRON YARD

During the 12-week intensive training I learned Swift, Objective-C, GitHub, MVC, iOS SDK, TDD, how to utilize RESTful APIs, Firebase,
JSON, and Cocoa Pods in my various projects. I also had plenty of experience coding on a team. I made several iOS apps and in my final
project I designed and coded in Swift, Food Genie, an app that helps people decide where to go eat based on their current location. You
can see and download it at www.foodgenieapp.com. The app was voted top 10 by Phone Dog in February 2017 and featured on the TWiT Network.

2008 - 2016

ROLE: FIELD STRATEGY SUPERVISOR

IMB

My family and I lived and served in China, India, Vietnam, Thailand, and Bangladesh as written English (Bilingual-Bicultural) teachers to
Deaf peoples. I learned several languages both sign and spoken. I was responsible for strategy, supervision, and meetings for several
team members in South Asia. While in India I did marketing, web development, and graphic design for a local company and the IMB.

2004 - 2008

ROLE: ASSOCIATE/YOUTH PASTOR

ANTIOCH BAPTIST CHURCH

I taught the Bible to middle and high school students. I got students actively involved in their community locally and nationally. I and

the youth did many construction projects in various states. I led several trips to East Asia where I taught teaching methodology. Was
responsible in aiding the lead pastor. During this time I created and designed several websites and logos for our various ministries.

1999 - 2004

ROLE: WEB DEVELOPER

ELECTRONIC SOLUTIONS, INC.

To become the web developer at ESI I had to go out in the community and get businesses to want me to design and develop a website
for them. The position wasn't needed nor was their business at the time. I designed and coded several websites for this local internet
provider. I was responsible for design, coding, testing, and customer service.

EDUCATION
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KEYSKILLS
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BIBLICAL STUDIES, HISTORY, AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION, B.A
SOUTHEASTERN COLLEGE AT WAKE
FOREST
WAKE FOREST, NC

SWIFT

HTML5

CREATIVITY

OBJECTIVE-C

CSS3

TEAM PLAYER

GITHUB

PHP/ASP

LEADERSHIP

MYSQL/FBASE

WORDPRESS

PROBLEM-SOLVING

INFORMATION SYSTEMS, A.A.S
PIEDMONT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ROXBORO, NC

PHOTOSHOP

VPS/LINUX

PUBLIC SPEAKING

ILLUSTRATOR

JAVASCRIPT

STORYTELLING

HOBBIES >

BASKETBALL

PHOTOGRAPHY

TRAVEL

VIDEO GAMES

